Our Core Covers
As an FCA regulated firm, your business almost certainly needs
some or all of our core cover listed - and potentially other
business insurance products.
The good news is our expert team is here to help you find the
cover you need at a price that makes sense for your business.
We're well-positioned to understand your business and
its unique requirements.
We can assist you with finding precisely what cover you're
required to hold, depending on activities, permissions
and capitalisation.
We'll then approach our hand-picked panel of specialist
insurers to help you find the right cover at the right price
for your business.

With a detailed understanding of the risks
facing financial institutions and access to
multiple specialist insurers, we're perfectly
placed to connect you to a bespoke Pl
solution for your business.
A regulatory requirement for almost all FCA
regulated firms, professional indemnity
protects your business against costs
associated with claims made by customers
over alleged professional failures on your
part - including professional negligence,
failure to act or breaching your duty of care.

We can help you understand your full
exposure to cyber and data risks and help
put the appropriate cover in place to keep
you operating safely and profitably.

Any financial services business operating
without appropriate cyber cover in place is
running a high level of unprotected risk.
Around half of UK SM Es report some kind of
cyber-attack annually. However robust your
IT policies and procedures, you could still
be affected.

We can help you find the right D&O cover for
your firm's needs - either as a standalone
policy or as part of a broader package of
liability insurance covers. Directors and
Officers insurance or D&O protects your
top-level staff from the financial impact of
legal actions alleging wrongful acts
committed in the course of their duties.
In an increasingly litigious world, no director
or senior manager is safe from the risk of
facing legal action alleging wrongdoing.
Such actions may come from a wide range of
third parties including clients, employees,
investors, and shareholders.

The Thistle Group
AbsoluteCover is part of the Thistle

Group, an award-winning
compliance service provider, offering a wide range of services to
firms in the financial services sector.
We understand the risk exposures you face, and we're ideally
placed to connect you to tailor-made insurance solutions that
meet the real needs of your business.
With our unique financial services sector insight, we can make a
huge difference to your premium spend - and your peace of
mind.
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Contact Us
To learn more about how Absolute Cover can help you find the right insurance cover at the right price,
contact us today on 0203 859 0064, email info@absolutecover.co.uk or visit absolutecover.co.uk.
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